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HANGAR FLYING wi th MAC

Having just read the Dec. issue of the Designee Newsletter ~pub-
lished by the EAA~A. in which there is~a listing of 12 accident
involving custombuilts during Nov. 7g, I can only conclude that
we must dedicate ourselves, one and all, to safety. Not only i~
our flying and construction in general, but in all phases rightl
down to what might be deemed an insignificant degree. ,

Many times in past issues I have raised the question "\fuen was
the last time that you as a pilot, have performed
primary air maneuvers with a precision approach to same"?
I will leave that question with you for now.

Another area that troubles me is thl
unusual number of engine failures !
that are listed in the monthly acci:

reports. Since most of us are
with aerobatic aircraft using pressure

carburetors and fuel injectors I feel that icing
these units have played little or no part in the

of our type of aircraft. HO\YEVER, since
the pressure carb and the fuel injector is of

more complicated design than the lowly f~oat
.
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significant design improvement
since further conclude that many
of result of fuel starvation. The
reason of engine failure in my opinion starts
with the construction and installation of the complete

fuel system.

With the above in mind, let me plead my case with the fol-
lowing observations. The term If Foreign Matter" is much to

general in describing contaminated fuel systems. Let's be

more specific.
1. In most cases the length of construction time involved

in homebuilding goes through a muriad of en
vironmental changes in the vicinity of the project. If
fuel systems are not fully protected during construct-
ion we can develop interior corrosion of lines, tanks

and fittings.
2. The aluminum tubing that you purchased for you system,

how was it stored before you received it? Were the ends
pinched or folded or otherwise, to preclud~ the entry

of corrosion or contaminants?
). When you cut a piece of alum.tubing and fashion a line,

do you fully inspect the piece? After forming, flaring
etc. do you minutely inspect for 100% removal of chips,
filings etc. to assure 100% sanitation?

4. Now that you have cut and finished one piece of fuel
line, wh'at do you do wi th the remaining coil or length
of tubing from which you cut the piece that you have
just finished? Do you leave it on the bench or floor,
or do you re-seal the open end and put the un-used
tubing in a safe place awaiting further use?

5. As you install the various fittings and components of
the system do you cover the open ends with plastic cov-
ers or masking tape? ~1any, many is the homebuilt that
I have seen sitting in the builders shop with un-com-

pleted fuel systems, -.un-protected, just sitting
there breeding an engine failure when least

6. In your shop, is your homebuilt fully

you grab an air hose and start
grinder, bench saw or the floor

7. That pressure carb. that you
have overhauled, do you keep it
packed and protected when not in
fluid is lost in a pressure carb.
to dry out and cracks develop when the unit
use. As you bolt a dried out pressure carb.
powerplant in your shop, I can just hear

.sound. of an engine failure from here.
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sound is called "Total Quiet" and is enjoyed only by the anti-
noise pollution nuts. I much prefer to hear the horses up.
front sucking oats out of the feed bag.

8. What has been said in item #7 above applies to the care
and feeding of fuel injectors in most cases so let's
not overlook this complicated jewel.

9. During the construction of the fuel tank or tanks as
the cases may be, did you totally clean them during and
after construction?

p

10. Prior to starting the engine for the first time, what
pre-cautions did you observe? In case you are trying to
decipher what I am getting at, consider the following
suggestion. With the fuel selector valve in the #OFF"
position and the fuel line from the gascolator to the
engine driven fuel pump dis-connected at the pump, the
aircraft in level flight position, put 3 or 4 gallons
of the proper type aircraft fuel in the wing. Using
gas cans to collect the fuel, let a gallon or so go
through the system by switching to the wing tank with
the selector valve. If you have an elec. aux. fuel pump,
turn it on and finish the draining of fuel from the wing
tank. This excersise of the fuel system will help to
flush same and drive contaminants to the gascolator where
we can inspect or collect them if they are indeed pre-
sent in the system. Prior to running fuel through the
system it would be wise to take hold of the wing tips
and rock the aircraft to swish the fuel around i~ the
tanks. Be sure the aircraft is adequately chocked. It
would be wise to have a minimum of three people to help
with the job. During the excercise we can also inspect
for leaks. Now comes the Main Tank. put in approx 15
gallons. Rock the wings to swish the tank walls. Start
the excercise by opening the "DRAIN VALVE" first and
draining approx. 3 gallons. Next we operate the Aux.
pump and catch the remaining fuel at the open line
going to the engine driven fuel pump. DURING THE EI~TIRE
DRAINING AND OPERATIOI~ OF THE FUEL SYST&M, HAVE A
PROPERLY CHARGED FIRE EXTINGUISHER AT HAND. DO NOT TRY

TO STRAIN AND RE-USE THE FUEL IN YOUR AIRCRAFT. Use it
in your automobile if yours is capable of burning leaded
fuel provided lead type fuel was used during the tests.
Assured that your fuel system is indeed as clean as you
can make it and working properly, you can now re-connect
the fuel line to the engine driven fuel pump and prepare
to start the engine for the first time. If yours is a

pressure carb. then now is the time to de-pickle it and
then start the engine.

1.
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II. Those surplus flexible hoses that you bought for
such a bargain price, were they really a bargain?
If they are the rubber core type, how old were they
when you bought them and how long did you store them
before you actually used them? They could well be too
old to be considered safe. In this day and age of
Teflon Hose I can't imagine anyone using the older
type of rubber hose such as Aero-Quip type #601 with
only one exception. The flop-tube which. leads to the
next item #12.

12. In no way should the Flop-Tube be relegated to the
"Out of sight, out of mind dept. " Once this component

is installed and put in service it must be removed
and inspected during the annual inspection or 100 hrs.
whichever comes first. Due to the manner of flexing
that the Flop-Tube is asked to do, it literally takes
a beating during lOO hrs. of operation. Since this tube
must be flexible it can't be replaced with Teflon
hose. Teflon is much too stiff for Flop-Tube use.
Flop-Tubes that are wracked with age and use can crack
and break off near the fitting that screws into the
reducer bushing. There is little if any solace in the
knowledge that the engine will .continue to operate
with the Flop-Tube broken off in the tank as long as
the fuel is above the level of the outlet fittin~.

13. In further exploration of the term"Foreign Matter" ,
what type of thread lubricant did you use on the
many fittings used in the total fuel system? If you
used Teflon Pipe Tape on ANY fitting, STOP RIGHT HERE.
Remove EVERY FITTING AND LINE and completely clean
the system. Teflon Tape is a strict NO NO. If you used
a paste or liquid type of thread lubricant was it an
approved type for use in fuel systems. ~lany thread
lubes are soluable in fuel and can find their way into
the system at some later date. The engine quits and
all of a sudden you are mystified as to what happened.
That of course, is if you have survived. A product
called "Sealube" can be and should be used on all
threaded fittings. Don't confuse "Sealube" with a
sister product called "Threadlube" .Threadlube could ,
if used in the fuel system, help you to "buy the farm" .
Sealers and Lubricants improperly used have caused
many crashes over the years.

14. Man made contamination is not the only type of so
called "Foreign I~Iatter" that can invade the fuel system.
~lother Natur~ also lends a hand with insects, water
vapor condensation and ice. The later two can be
eliminated with proper maintainence procedures and~
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pre-flight inspection. Insects can be pretty well con-
trolled in the same manner but not entirely. Mud Duabbers
and other small insects like to completely block small
holes when it suits their fancy. Thank God that they
dislike fuel vapors and seldom block vent lines to fuel
tanks but don't count on it. \Vhen aircraft are tied down
or otherwise in-operative, we usually see a protective
cover over the Pitot tube. How about the vent lines?
Are they impervious to attack by whatever attacks Pitot
tubes? I say NO and feel that they deserve the same pro-
tection. Needless to say, the proper type 9f~safety cover
and warning flag must be used.
15. In item #14 we talked about protection of vent lines.

Now let's talk about pre-flight inspection. 'Vhat is
your method of determining that fuel tank vent lines
are indeed clear of obstruction? I rarely see pilots
checking vent lines. The reason is that they are in
many cases too difficult to get to. Consider this
suggestion. C?rrya length of clear plastic hose that
fits nugly over the vent line, in your pre-flight tool
kit. Slip it on the vent line and gently blow through
the tube to ascertain any possible blockage. If you
can't blow into the line due to what seems like a re-
striction, try sucking on the hose and keep a watchful
eye for fuel that may come out of the vent line be-

very full tank. Thats the
see fuel before you are

~~~~~~

Duilding and

CANTILEVER LANDING GEAR CONSTRUCTION ( PART 1 )

Due to the wide interest in the box leg type of canti-
lever gear such as used on Dr. Hall's Skybolt and my de-
cision to build same on the Sun Devil, the Firebolt and
all future Skybolts, this article will deal with the con-
struction of same. If you are interested in the proper

building you will need a

fuselage

~~~~~

from

The gear fuselage dra\"iing
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This article will be a 3 part article consisting of
Fabrication of the Shock Struts in this issue followed
by Fabrication of the Gear Legs in Part 2 ~nd last,
Installin~ the gear legs on the airframe and align-
ment of the Vertic,al Support Tubes and Axles .

On Page 16 of our new price list (mailed to you with
the last issue) you will find a parts break down.

.

In Fig.#l below you see a photo of the approx. 147
parts and or pieces of raw material needed to complete
the gear and modify the fuselage. The parts that we are
concerned with in this issue of the "News" are shown in
the top L.H. corner of the photo just to the right of the
2 pieces of sheet steel which are used to make gussets.
The Shock Tubes are shown with the bolt bushings tack
welded i11 place and all machining has been done. Just
below the Shock Tubes we see 41arge Washers, 4 curved
re-inforcement straps, 10 Rubber Discs and just under the
Discs 20 Alum. Cup Shaped Spacers. Below all of the afore-
mentioned is the necessary nuts,bolts washers etc. ,In-
cluded with the hardware is 4 ea. ~-28 Grease Fittings.

~
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Some machine shop equipment such as a Lathe and ~1ill
are required as the precision requirements of the
Shock Struts and Axles w/nuts are virtually impossible
to make by any other means. A Lathe is needed for the
following parts. 1. Axles 2. Axle Nuts 3. ~Vheel Spacers
4. Upper Shock Strut 5. Lower Shock Strut 6. Vertical
Support Tubes 7. ~1isc. Reaming of Bushin~s. A r~illing
Machine is necessary for the following. 1. Upper Shock
Strut 31$ x 1 1/2 slot 2.Upper Shock Strut Bushing slot
3. Lower Shock Strut Bushing slot. 4. Lower Shock Strut
Bushing Hole 5. Precision radius of the Vertical Support
Tube for proper fit to the axle.

I have found out the hard way that all machinists DO Not
know how to put an accurate slot in a piece of 4130
tubing. Therefore, some pre-cautions are in order and
I will spell them out as we get to that point in fabri-
cation.

~

The needed material for the Shock Struts is ( 1 9"x9" x
.125 -4130 Sheet Steel for Washers and also Brake Back-
ing Plates(2J ~" O.D. x .065 x 3" -4130 Tubing for
Bolt Bushings in the Lower Shock Struts.(3~ 9/16"0.D. x 7"x
.065- 4130 Tubing for the Shock Strut I~ounting Bolt
Bushings. (4J If;"O.D. x .065 x 18" -4130 Tubing for
the Lower Shock Strut -Tubes. ( 5) 1 3/8" O.D. x .065 x
9" -4130 Tubing for the Upper Shock Strut Tubes.
(6) 1 ft. of 1 1/8" O.D. Cold Rolled Rod. (7) .1 ft.
of l~" O.D. Cold Rolled Rod. (8) 10 ea. Rubber Discs
Part # FAI-DR-OOl (9) 20 Spacers

(10) 2 (II) 2 ea.
(12) 4 ea. Nut .

(14) 4ea. 3/32"x }/4"
Cad. Plated Cotter Pins. (15) 2 ea. AN6-20 Bolts. (16).
2 ea. AN310-6 Castellated Nuts. (17) 4 ea. AN960-616
Washers. (18) 2 ea. 3/32" x 3/4" Cad. Plated Cotter Pins.
(19) 4 pieces of .063-4130 Sheet Steel, each piece
measuring 3/4" x 3*" .

The first step in the fabrication process is to make
the forming dies that are used to flatten the ends of
the Shock Tubes. They are made out of the Cold Rolled
Rod indicated as Item# 6 & 117 in paragraph above. It
will he necessary to take a light skinning cut off of the
1.1/8" , O.D. Rod so that it will fit inside of the
lower Shock Strut Tubes with an easy slip fit. DO !~OT
take a light cut off of the It" O.D. Rod. The next step
is to machine or grind one end of each of the Rods as
shown in FIG.#2.

"",,-:;;",,"'"
, ,
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The next step is to cut the Shock Tubes to rough length
which is the finished length plus 1/16". The next step
is to polish a min~ of 4" of the Lower Shock Strut Tubes
where they slide into the Upper Shock Strut Tube. Now
that the tubes are polished ( we will have to do it again
after the welding operations) the next step is t~ put
the Upper Shock Strut Tubes in the lathe and increase
the Inside Diameter so that the Lower Shock Strut Tubes
slide in and out with a nice smooth slip fit. Particular
attention should be directed towards the finish smoothness
of the surface that we machine inside of the Upper Tubes.
The proper Carbide c.utting tool should be used with the
lathe running at approx. 1600 rpm and the tool flooded
with a high Sulphur Cutting Oil. The radius of the cut-
ting tool should be 1/64".

~

The next step is to form the flat surfaces on ~ne end
of the Upper and Lower Shock Strut Tubes. With ~
aluminum jaws in the bench vise, heat the tubes to a
Dark Cherry Red and squeeze the jaws of the vise against
the heated portion of the tube using the die rods inside
the tubing to accomplish.

The Die Rods that we have just used to form the flats on
the tubing are also used during the milling operations
to put the 9/16" Bushing Slots in the areas of the tubes
that we have flattened. The 1 l/g" O.D. Cold Rolled
Forming Die will have to be shortened to a length
of 6". The Die Rods are used inside of the Shock Strut

~
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Tubes during the milling operations so that we can
clamp them in the milling vise without permanently
distorting the tubes to an "Egg Shaped" condi tion. It
goes without saying, that to deform the tubes means
Shock Struts that cannot be assembled nor will they
work freely \iithout binding.

) , )
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Fig.#3 shows how the 9/16" slots are cut in the ends
of the tubes with a 9/16" milling cutter. The results
will give us a precision location for the Bolt Bushings
to rest while tack welding.
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in the Upper Shock Strut Tube
in the same manner using the l-f;" O.D. Die Rod
as an insert to protect the concentricity of the
tube. DO NOT MILL THE 3/8" x l~" Bolt Slot at this
time.
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The next step ala FIG.#4 is to cut 3/16" x 5/g" "VEE"
notches in the formed ends of the tubes. This is to
allow for proper forming of the ends of the tubes at
the 9/16" Bolt Bushings when we"heat and beat"the tubes
so they contact the bushing for welding. ~
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Fig#5 shows how we saw or grind off excess metal at
90 degrees to the 'tVEE" notches.

The next step is to cut the 9/16" O.D. Bolt Bushings and
ream them to .4375 {7/16"). Iv1ake the Lower Strut Bolt Bush-
ings If'-'-long and the Upper Strut Bolt Bushings 1 3/4" long.
The reason for the extra length of the 9/16" Bushings
is so tha.t we can weld them without burning off the ends
resulting in an improper fit in their respective mount-
ing brackets. At this point, we TACK vffiLD the Bolt Bush-
ings in place. When tack welding or finish welding, install
7/16" bolts in the bushings to hold concentricity. The
bolts can be easily removed after welding operations by
using a few drops of CRC 3-36 that I wrote about in Series
#2, Aug. 1977 issue, Page 4.

Once again, using our Die Rods inside of the tubes, we
clamp the tubes in a bench vise. Always be sure to use
soft aluminum jaws in the vise. Insert a 7/16" bol t in
the bolt bushings. Next step is to heat the ends of the
tubes and hammer the ends down so that they contact the
Bolt Bushing.

The next step is to cut, ream and install the ~" O.D. x
.065 x l~'t Bolt Bushings in the Lower Shock Strut Tubes. ~

Our next operation is to put the Shock Strut Tubes in
the lathe and face them off to proper length. This can
be done in most lathes even though we have the 9/1677
Bolt Bushings tack welded in the slots.

While you have the Lower Shock Strut Tubes in the lathe,
re-polish the 4" area length that inserts into the Upper
Strut. The area where you have welded the ~" x .065 Bush-
ing will have to be machined and polished so the the weld-
ed ends of the bushings are flush with the outer surface
of the tube.

~

FIG. #6 shows how the Upper Shock Strut Tubes are clamped
in the milling vise in preparation for milling the 3/8" x
l~" Bolt Slot. For this operation it is not necessary to
insert a piece of Cold Rolled stock inside of the tube.
Using a 7116" pin in the milling machine collet or chuck,
we insert it in the Bolt Bushing to insure alignment and
then tighten the milling vise ja\vs on the ends of the tube.
Pilot holes can now be drilled and the slot milled. It
is best to mill the width of the slot undersize with say
a .359 cutter and then adj. the milling table to clean
up the slot and establish the correct \'lidth of. 375 ,the R.�4So..V

10.
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As soon as the Bolt Slots are milled in the Upper Tubes,
you can insert the Die Rod, a 7/16" bolt in the Bolt Bush-

ing and proceed to weld the bushings in place including
the "VEE" notch that was cut earlier and is now nearly

closed. Next, you can weld the bushings in the Lower

Tubes.
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Next in line is the welding of the 2~" O.D. Washers to
both the Upper and Lower Tubes. vfuen welding them to the
Upper Tubes be sure to use the Die Rod inside of the tube
to hold down weld penetration and concentricity. vfuen
welding the Washer to the Lower tube, it ~ be be kept
perpendicular to the tube. The Washers are welded on one
side only so they will have good,flat, contact with the
Aluminum Spacer Washers #FAI-SP-002.

The .063 re-inforcement Straps can now be welded over
the Upper and Lower 9/16" O.D. Bushin~s. Once a~ain, use
a 7/16" bolt in the Bushings while welding on the Straps.

The Shock Struts are now ready to Glass Bead or Sand Blast
in preparation for painting with Epoxy Chromate primer.
Protect the surfaces of the tubes that are in contact
with one another during both of these operations. After
the Rubber Discs #FAI-DR-OOl and Alum. Spacers have been
slipped on the Lower Shock Tube, lubricate the sliding
surfaces with a coating of Lubriplate or light Lithium
Grease.

In order to install the AN6-20 Bolt, it is necessary to
compress the stack of Rubber Discs approx. 1/8".The bolt
should have a washer under the head as well as a washer under
the AN310-6 !~ut. Tap the bolt all the way in and tighten
the nut until it just contacts the slot of the Upper Tube,
then back off two castellation and insert the Cotter Pin.,-.,

11.
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for this pre-caution being that the cutter will cut
smooth on one side of the slot but tend to chatter on
the other side. ()'pP.c:R s#oOK sTRtJr 7-U8F
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For more construction information regarding the Shock
Struts, see FIG. #7, #8, #9 and #10. FIG. #7 shows how
the formed end of the Upper Tube is accomplished. FIG.#7
shows before and after views of the same tube prior to
welding. FIF. #8 shows how the Bolt Bushing is we~ded
and the pre-formed strap ready for welding. FIG. #9
shows the completed Lower Tube. The ~" x .065 x l~"
Bushing has been flush welded to the tube and the
entire slip surface of the tube has been re-polished
to a very smooth finish. FIG. #10 shows what the com-
pleted Shock Strut assembly looks like after glass bead-
ing. The bolt bushings both upper and lower have been
machined to proper length. In actual practice, the strut
parts would be painted before assembly. A clear finish
such as Stits Clear Aero-Thane could be applied to the
glass beaded surfaces to preserve the cadmium plated
appearance instead of using the afore mentioned Epoxy
Chromate Primer.

It is my personal opinion that any canopy design should
incorporate a "Quick Release" mechanism. Many aerobatic
aircraft are flying without such a provision, in both
Single and Dual configurations. This is a serious short-
coming. It is a serious shortcoming in both the Safety
and Service Departments. A check of the drawings in this
issue show how such a device can be constructed.

FIG. #11 shows how the Canopy Frame is made and mounted
to the sliding Canopy Tracks. In FIG. #11 we also see
Detail "A", "B", "C" which gives a clearer picture of
how the "Quick Release" is constructed.

A simple explanation of the "Quick Release" mechanism is
as follows. Locating Pins welded to the sliding track
plate insert into matching bushings on the canopy frame.
The canopy frame is secured to the locating pins by
piano wire inserted into the match drilled holes of the
bushings and pins. A lever is attached to the piano wire
Actuating the "Quick Release Lever" withdraws the piano
wire from the match drilled holes in the bushings and
pins, due to the action of the cam plate that is part
of the release lever assembly. The piano wire is routed
from the release lever to the drilled pins and bushings
through 1/8'tcopper tubing that is silver soldered to
the canopy frame.

~
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